CERTIFIED INFORMATION SYSTEMS AUDITOR® (CISA®)

CISA REVIEW MANUAL, 27TH EDITION
This manual is an extensive reference guide designed to help individuals prep for the CISA exam and understand the roles and responsibilities of an information systems (IS) auditor. The CISA Review Manual, 27th Edition is the most current, comprehensive and peer-reviewed IS audit, assurance, security and control resource available worldwide. With an easy-to-navigate format designed to assist candidates in understanding essential concepts and studying the new 2019 CISA job practice areas. Also includes definitions of terms most commonly found on the exam.

Member: $109 USD | Non-member: $139 USD
Print Product Code: CRM27ED | eBook Product Code: EPUB_CRM27ED
Print and eBook available in additional languages!

CISA REVIEW QUESTIONS, ANSWERS & EXPLANATIONS MANUAL, 12TH EDITION
This manual consists of 1,000 multiple-choice study questions and are presented by the five CISA job practice areas as well as in a 150-question sample exam. The questions, answers and explanations are intended to introduce the CISA candidate to the types of questions that appear on the CISA exam. The practice test included helps individuals determine their strengths and weaknesses to identify any areas that require further study. This publication is ideal to use in conjunction with the CISA Review Manual, 27th Edition. Also includes definitions of terms most commonly found on the exam.

Member: $129 USD | Non-member: $159 USD
Print Product Code: QAE12ED
Available in additional languages!

CISA REVIEW QUESTIONS, ANSWERS & EXPLANATIONS DATABASE—12-MONTH SUBSCRIPTION*
This online database subscription is a comprehensive 1,000-question pool of items that contains the questions & answers from the CISA Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Manual, 12th Edition. CISA exam candidates can prep for the exam on their schedule and at their own pace with this online study tool. Utilize the interactive planner to build a custom study plan. The personalized dashboard then serves as the primary method to navigate candidate’s studies and track progress.
Take sample exams with randomly selected questions and view the results by job practice domain, this allows for concentrated study in particular areas. Additionally, questions generated during a study session are sorted based on previous scoring history, providing CISA candidates insights to identify strengths and weaknesses which gives them the ability to customize and focus their study efforts even further.

Member: $299 USD | Non-member: $349 USD
Print Product Code: XMXCA16-12M

*After purchase, candidate’s login to their ISACA account and go to their MyISACA tab. Scroll down to the yellow button on the left that says “Review QAE Database” and click there. From there they can launch the database subscription that was purchased. MAC and Windows compatible.

ISACA MEMBERSHIP
JOIN ISACA AND SAVE ON TRAINING, EXAMS, CONFERENCES AND MORE

DID YOU KNOW? Over 90% of ISACA membership fees are less than US $200 annually, which means that membership often pays for itself through just one discount on an exam or conference.*

ISACA members receive a multitude of exclusive sales and discounts throughout the year on:
- Certification exams
- Conferences
- Education events
- Variety of training solutions
- Travel and other offers

Learn more at: www.isaca.org/membership

ISACA ONLINE COMMUNITIES—Connect and collaborate with like-minded professionals on topics of mutual interest and share your real-world experiences. Login and join a discussion today at www.isaca.org/engage

* Prices contingent on regional chapter dues.

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.ISACA.ORG/CISAPREP
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Member Price</th>
<th>Non-member Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CYBERSECURITY AUDIT ONLINE REVIEW COURSE BUNDLE</strong></td>
<td>Ideal for individuals who prefer online, self-guided learning at their own pace and at their convenience. The online course is delivered via the ISACA Learning Management System (LMS) and offers 24/7 access from any location with a computer and Internet connection. It also includes online pre- and post-assessments to help you determine your current knowledge level, plus gain insights to guide your study and identify areas for improvement. <em>Bundle also includes study guide and certificate exam voucher.</em></td>
<td>$999 USD</td>
<td>$1,495 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CYBERSECURITY AUDIT VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED TRAINING BUNDLE</strong></td>
<td>Enjoy the advantages of live training—interaction with both the instructor and other course attendees—without time away from the office or costly travel. This easy-to-use web-based training virtually connects you to live lectures, demonstrations and hands-on instruction—from any location with a high-speed Internet connection. Choose from several upcoming course dates offered throughout the year. <em>Bundle also includes study guide and certificate exam voucher.</em></td>
<td>$1,099 USD</td>
<td>$1,249 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CYBERSECURITY AUDIT TRAINING WEEK EVENT OR WORKSHOP COURSE BUNDLE</strong></td>
<td>ISACA's CISA Training Week Courses are delivered by world-renowned, expert practitioners and combine group discussion, case studies and best practices to enhance your knowledge and skills. Each feature four full 8-hour days of expert, relevant and impactful training and education. <em>Bundle also includes study guide and certificate exam voucher.</em></td>
<td>Prices vary</td>
<td>Prices vary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CISA REVIEW QUESTIONS, ANSWERS &amp; EXPLANATIONS DATABASE—6-MONTH EXTENSION</strong></td>
<td>The CISA Review Questions, Answers &amp; Explanations Database—6-Month Extension should be purchased only as an extension to the CISA Practice Question Database—12-Month Subscription. <em>After purchase, candidates can access this course by logging in to their ISACA account and visiting their MyISACA page and clicking the CISA Question Database Button. Mac and Windows compatible.</em></td>
<td>$69 USD</td>
<td>$89 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CISA ONLINE REVIEW COURSE</strong></td>
<td>This on-demand CISA prep course incorporates videos, narrated interactive eLearning modules, interactive workbooks and job aids, case study activities, and pre- and post-course assessments. Exam candidates can navigate the online course at their own pace, following a recommended structure, or target preferred job practice areas. They also have the ability to start and stop the course based on their study schedule, picking up exactly where they left off the next time they access it. The course covers all five of the CISA domains and each section corresponds directly to the CISA job practice.</td>
<td>$795 USD</td>
<td>$895 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CISA VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED TRAINING</strong></td>
<td>Join an expert CISA-certified trainer and fellow exam candidates for a unique, online exam-prep experience. This intensive virtual instructor-led course will cover some of the more challenging topics from the CISA job practice. Drill through sample exam items, interact and ask your most pressing questions and get the answers to build your confidence as you prepare for exam day.</td>
<td>$995 USD</td>
<td>$1,195 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CISA TRAINING WEEK COURSES</strong></td>
<td>ISACA's CISA Training Week Courses are delivered by world-renowned, expert practitioners and combine group discussion, case studies and best practices to enhance your knowledge and skills. Each feature four full 8-hour days of expert, relevant and impactful training and education.</td>
<td>$2,295 USD</td>
<td>$2,495 USD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CERTIFIED INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGER® (CISM®)

CISM REVIEW MANUAL, 15TH EDITION

This manual is an extensive reference guide designed to help individuals prepare for the CISM exam. The CISM Review Manual, 15th Edition is the most current, comprehensive and peer-reviewed information security management resource available worldwide. With an easy-to-navigate format designed to assist candidates in understanding essential concepts and studying the four CISM job practice areas. Also includes definitions of terms most commonly found on the exam.

Member: $105.00 | Non-member: $135.00
Print Product Code: CM15ED
Available in additional languages!

CISM REVIEW QUESTIONS, ANSWERS & EXPLANATIONS MANUAL, 9TH EDITION

This manual consists of 1,000 multiple-choice study questions and are presented by the four CISM job practice areas as well as in a 150-question sample exam. The questions, answers and explanations are intended to introduce the CISM candidate to the types of questions that appear on the CISM exam. The practice test included helps individuals determine their strengths and weaknesses to identify any areas that require further study. This publication is ideal to use in conjunction with the CISM Review Manual, 15th Edition. Also includes definitions of terms most commonly found on the exam.

Member: $120.00 | Non-member: $156.00
Print and eBook available in additional languages!

CISM REVIEW QUESTIONS, ANSWERS & EXPLANATIONS DATABASE—12-MONTH SUBSCRIPTION*

This online database subscription is a comprehensive 1,000-question pool of items that contains the questions and answers from the CISM Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Manual, 9th Edition. CISM exam candidates can prep for the exam on their schedule and at their own pace with this online study tool. Utilize the interactive planner to build a custom study plan. The personalized dashboard then serves as the primary method to navigate candidate’s studies and track progress.

Take sample exams with randomly selected questions and view the results by job practice domain, allowing for concentrated study in particular areas. Additionally, questions generated during a study session are scored based on previous scoring history, providing CISM candidates insights to identify strengths and weaknesses which gives them the ability to customize and focus their study methods even further.

Member: $299.00 | Non-member: $349.00
Print Product Code: XMXCM15-12M
*After purchase, candidates can access the database by logging in to their ISACA account and clicking the "Review QAE Database" tab on the left-hand side of the ISACA website. From there, candidates can launch the database subscription that was purchased, either via the ISACA website or the ISACA mobile app.

CISM REVIEW QUESTIONS, ANSWERS & EXPLANATIONS DATABASE—6-MONTH EXTENSION**

The CISM Questions, Answers & Explanations Database—6-Month Extension should be purchased only as an extension to the CISM Practice Question Database—12-Month Subscription.

Member: $69.00 | Non-member: $89.00
Product Code: XMXCM15-EXT180
**After purchase, candidates can access this course by logging in to their ISACA account and clicking the MyISACA page and clicking the CISM Questions Database button. Mac and Windows compatible.

CISM ONLINE REVIEW COURSE

This on-demand CISM prep course incorporates videos, narrated interactive eLearning modules, interactive workbooks and job aids, case study activities, and pre- and post-course assessments. Exam candidates can navigate the online course at their own pace, following a recommended structure, or target prefered job practice areas. They also have the ability to start and stop the course based on their study schedule, picking up exactly where they left off the next time they access it. The course covers all four of the CISM domains and each section corresponds directly to the CISM job practice.

Member: $795.00 | Non-member: $895.00
Print Product Code: LMS_CCM

CISM VIRTUAL INSTRUCTROR-LED TRAINING

Join an expert CISM-certified trainer and fellow exam candidates for a unique, online exam-prep experience. This intensive virtual instructor-led course will cover some of the more challenging topics from the CISM job practice. Drill through sample exam items, interact and ask your pressing questions and get the answers to build your confidence as you prepare for exam day.

Member: $995.00 | Non-member: $1,195.00
Print Product Code: LMS_CCM

CISM TRAINING WEEK COURSES

ISACA's CISM Training Week Courses are delivered by world-renowned, expert practitioners and combine group discussion, case studies and best practices to enhance your knowledge and skills. Each feature four full 8-hour days of expert, relevant and impactful training and education.

Member: $2,295.00 | Non-member: $2,495.00

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.ISACA.ORG/CISMPREP

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.ISACA.ORG/CISMPREP
CYBERSECURITY FUNDAMENTALS CERTIFICATE

The Cybersecurity Fundamentals Certificate is an ideal way to earn a certificate that showcases your knowledge and skills in this increasingly in-demand field. It tests your knowledge in five key areas: (1) Cybersecurity Concepts, (2) Cybersecurity Architecture Principles, (3) Security of Network, System, Application & Data, (4) Incident Response, and (5) Security of Evolving Technology.

CYBERSECURITY FUNDAMENTALS STUDY GUIDE, 2ND EDITION

This comprehensive study aid will help prepare learners for the Cybersecurity Fundamentals Certificate exam. The Cybersecurity Fundamentals Study Guide, 2nd Edition accounts for the rapid changes to our global security landscape. This guide covers key areas that will be tested on the exam, including cybersecurity concepts, security architecture principles, incident response, security of networks, systems, applications and data, and security implications of evolving technology. It also takes a deeper dive into cyber risk and risk identification. Evolving technology now includes security implications of the internet of things, big data, artificial intelligence and social media.

Member: $65 USD  |  Non-member: $65 USD
Print Product Code: CSXG2  |  eBook Product Code: EPUB_CSXG2

CYBERSECURITY FUNDAMENTALS ONLINE COURSE

This online course provides learners with principles of data and technology that frame and define cybersecurity. Participants will gain insight into the importance of cyber-security and the integral role of cybersecurity professionals. The interactive, self-guided format will provide a dynamic learning experience where users can explore foundational cybersecurity principles, security architecture, risk management, attacks, incidents and emerging IS/IT technologies.

Member: $250 USD  |  Non-member: $400 USD

CYBERSECURITY FUNDAMENTALS WORKSHOPS

Two- and four-day workshops offering in-person instruction on the foundational concepts and principles of cybersecurity are offered during many of ISACA’s conferences and events. Fundamentals Workshops are a great way to earn CPE credit and prepare for the Cybersecurity Fundamentals Certificate exam.

Member: Prices vary  |  Non-member: Prices vary

CYBERSECURITY FUNDAMENTALS CERTIFICATE PRACTICE QUIZ*

This practice quiz has been created to help individuals gauge their knowledge in these key areas and show where they may have strengths and weaknesses. It includes 25 sample questions. These questions do not appear on the Cybersecurity Fundamentals Certificate exam but serve as a representation of the types of questions you might expect to see on the exam.

*Results of the practice quiz do not guarantee or indicate success on the actual certificate exam.

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.ISACA.ORG/CYBERTRAINING
CSX NETWORK APPLICATION AND CONFIGURATION CERTIFICATE

CSX NETWORK APPLICATION AND CONFIGURATION COURSE
This course is conducted in an adaptive, performance-based cyber laboratory environment. Students will have hands-on instruction and practice in applying basic concepts and industry-leading methods and in utilizing a large array of open source tools within real-world scenarios. It provides students with an understanding of network connections, protocols and routing. Through interacting with live traffic in a network environment, students will learn how to direct, create and deny traffic as it flows through a network of their creation and moderation.

Member: $250 USD | Non-member: $400 USD

CSX LINUX APPLICATION AND CONFIGURATION CERTIFICATE

CSX LINUS APPLICATION AND CONFIGURATION COURSE
This course provides students with an understanding of the Linux operating system and is conducted in an adaptive, performance-based cyber laboratory environment. Through interacting with live systems in a real environment, students will learn key commands, create user accounts and items, establish network connections and learn the secrets of the Linux terminal.

Member: $250 USD | Non-member: $400 USD

CSX PENETRATION TESTING OVERVIEW CERTIFICATE

CSX PENETRATION TESTING OVERVIEW COURSE
This course provides students an introductory understanding of penetration testing and ethical hacking. Students will work with systems in live environments and will leverage real vulnerability analysis and exploitation tools. Upon completion, students will understand the overall concepts guiding penetration testing from a practical, hands-on vantage point.

Member: $250 USD | Non-member: $400 USD

CSX VULNERABILITY AND EXPLOITATION CERTIFICATE

CSX VULNERABILITY AND EXPLOITATION COURSE
This course provides individuals who possess a basic understanding of penetration testing, with a deeper understanding of vulnerability identification and exploitation capabilities. Students will work with real systems in live environments and will leverage real vulnerability analysis and exploitation tools in a live environment. Upon completion, students will understand how to successfully exploit and maintain a presence within information systems.

Member: $250 USD | Non-member: $400 USD

CSX ADVANCED EXPLOITATION CERTIFICATE

CSX ADVANCED EXPLOITATION COURSE
This course provides individuals who possess an in-depth understanding of penetration testing, with a deeper understanding of vulnerability identification and exploitation capabilities. Students will work with real systems in live environments and will leverage real vulnerability analysis and exploitation tools in a live environment. Upon completion, students will understand how to successfully exploit and maintain a presence within information systems.

Member: $250 USD | Non-member: $400 USD

CSX PENETRATION TEST CERTIFICATE SERIES COURSE AND EXAM BUNDLE
This series brings together all three hands-on penetration testing certificate courses and exams to the student at a reduced price. These three, 16-hour courses provide students with the opportunity to learn how to perform penetration tests from beginning to end with live labs guiding and directing them throughout the experience. Students will learn, tactically and technically, all phases of a penetration test from initial reconnaissance through backdoor implementation and trace obfuscation.

Member: $1,149 USD | Non-member: $1,499 USD

ORDER ONLINE AT www.isaca.org/cybertraining

ORDER ONLINE AT www.isaca.org/cybertraining
CERTIFIED IN RISK AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS CONTROL™ (CRISC™)

**CRISC REVIEW MANUAL, 6TH EDITION**

This manual is an extensive reference guide designed to help individuals prepare for the CRISC exam. The CRISC Review Manual, 6th Edition is the most current, comprehensive and peer-reviewed risk management and information systems control resource available worldwide. With an easy-to-navigate format designed to assist candidates in understanding essential concepts and studying the four CRISC job practice areas. Also includes definitions of terms most commonly found on the exam.

Member: $105.00 | Non-member: $135.00
Print Product Code: EBOOK_CRIR6ED
Ebook available in additional languages!

**CRISC REVIEW QUESTIONS, ANSWERS & EXPLANATIONS MANUAL, 5TH EDITION**

The 5th edition of this manual has been expanded and now consists of 550 multiple-choice study questions and are presented by the four CRISC job practice areas as well as in a 150-question sample exam. The questions, answers and explanations are intended to introduce the CRISC candidate to the types of questions that appear on the CRISC exam. The practice test included helps individuals determine their strengths and weaknesses to identify any areas that require further study. Also includes definitions of terms most commonly found on the exam.

Member: $79.00 | Non-member: $96.00
Print Product Code: CRIR5ED
Also available in Spanish!

**CRISC REVIEW QUESTIONS, ANSWERS & EXPLANATIONS DATABASE—6-MONTH SUBSCRIPTION**

The CRISC Questions, Answers & Explanations Database—6 Month Extension should be purchased only as an extension to the CRISC Practice Question Database—12-Month Subscription.

Member: $69.95 | Non-member: $89.95
Product Code: MMCR14-EXT180
**After purchase, candidates can access this course by logging into their ISACA account and clicking on MyISACA page and clicking the CRISC Questions Database Button. Also, Windows compatible.**

**CRISC ONLINE REVIEW COURSE**

This on-demand CRISC prep course incorporates videos, narrated interactive eLearning modules, interactive workbooks and job aids, case study activities, and pre- and post-course assessments. Exam candidates can navigate the online course at their own pace, following a recommended structure, or target preferred job practice areas. They also have the ability to start and stop the course based on their study schedule, picking up exactly where they left off the next time they access it. The course covers all four of the CRISC domains and each section corresponds directly to the CRISC job practice.

Member: $795.00 | Non-member: $895.00
Product Code: LMS_CCR

**CRISC VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED TRAINING**

Join an expert CRISC-certified trainer and fellow exam candidates for a unique, online exam-prep experience. This intensive virtual instructor-led course will cover some of the more challenging topics from the CRISC job practice. Drill through sample exam items, interact and ask your most pressing questions and get the answers to build your confidence as you prepare for exam day.

Member: $995.00 | Non-member: $1,195.00

**CRISC TRAINING WEEK COURSES**

ISACA’s CRISC Training Week Courses are delivered by world-renowned, expert practitioners and combine group discussion, case studies and best practices to enhance your knowledge and skills. Each feature four full 8-hour days of expert, relevant and impactful training and education.

Member: $2,295.00 | Non-member: $2,495.00

*After purchase, candidates can access this course by logging into their ISACA account and going to their MyISACA tab. Scroll down to the yellow button on the left that says “Review QAE Database” and click there. From there they can launch the database subscription that was purchased. Also Windows compatible.**
VIRTUAL INSTRUCTOR-LED TRAINING

Interactive, online training that connects you from anywhere to hands-on instruction, lectures and demonstrations that will develop your COBIT 2019 expertise.

ON-SITE TRAINING WEEK COURSES

Bring the training to you! ISACA offers a variety of customizable COBIT courses designed to maximize results and minimize expenses.

COBIT 2019 AT ISACA CONFERENCES

Network with COBIT users or participate in full day COBIT-related workshops facilitated by industry experts.

CGEIT REVIEW MANUAL, 7TH EDITION

This manual is an extensive reference guide designed to help individuals prep for the CGEIT exam. The CGEIT Review Manual, 7th Edition is the most current, comprehensive and peer-reviewed enterprise IT governance resource available worldwide. With an easy-to-navigate format designed to assist candidates in understanding essential concepts and studying the five CGEIT job practice areas. Also includes definitions of terms most commonly found on the exam.

Member: $105.00   |  Non-member: $135.00

Print Product Code: CGM7ED   |  eBook Product Code: EPUB_CGM7ED

Print available in additional languages!

CGEIT REVIEW QUESTIONS, ANSWERS & EXPLANATIONS MANUAL, 4TH EDITION

The 4th edition of this manual has been consolidated and consists of 250 multiple-choice study questions and are presented by the five COBIT job practice areas as well as in a 75-question sample exam. The questions, answers and explanations are intended to introduce the CGEIT candidate to the types of questions that appear on the CGEIT exam. The practice test included helps individuals determine their strengths and weaknesses to identify any areas that require further study. Also includes definitions of terms most commonly found on the exam.

Member: $60.00   |  Non-member: $75.00   |  Print Product Code: CGQ4ED

Also available in Chinese Simplified!

CERTIFIED IN THE GOVERNANCE OF ENTERPRISE IT® (CGEIT®)

COBIT® 2019 FOUNDATION CERTIFICATE

THE NEXT GREAT ORGANIZATIONS TRAIN FOR GREATNESS, NOW

When you select a training partner, you expect results. You want domain proficiency and capability, and when necessary, the soft skills to support it. You need a training partner like ISACA®.

Your needs are at the center of an ISACA custom-tailored learning solution. We craft multiple facets of the ultimate training approach to best fit your one-of-a-kind situation.

ISACA delivers corporate training in three ways: In-person on-site, virtual and online/on-demand learning. Each is provided or prepared by current-day practitioners who are industry certified and bring years of experience to training your employees.

Learn more about ISACA’s Corporate training programs at www.isaca.org/CorporateISACA.

Learn more about ISACA’s Cybersecurity Corporate training programs at www.isaca.org/CorporateCSX.

ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.ISACA.ORG/CGEITPREP | WWW.ISACA.ORG/COBIT19TRAINING